EDITORIAL
DEUS EX MACHINA
Well over a century ago, some were of the opinion that only God
could create organic compounds such as sugars, proteins, urea, etc. These
molecules, which are comparatively complex, were usually associated with
living organisms and the mystery of life. Since that time, many thousands
of different organic compounds have been synthesized, and God is no
longer considered necessary for this process. In the cosmic realm, Sir Isaac
Newton thought that God would have to occasionally adjust the universe
to keep it operating properly. This idea is no longer taken seriously.
God has been used and abused in many ways. Centuries ago He was
thought to have created bedbugs to keep people from sleeping too much,
and mice were thought to have been created to teach man to put food
away. These ideas have also been discarded. As science has advanced, the
need for God as an explanatory factor has decreased, and some now
suggest that even if He exists, He is certainly not necessary. Using God to
help whenever difficulties are encountered in explaining nature is often
referred to a “god of the gaps,” or “deus ex machina.” The concept is
usually treated with disdain, with the implication that whenever there is a
problem, God is invoked to solve it; given sufficient time, science will
eventually solve the mystery. God should not be used to fill our gaps in
information.
Many scientists are also concerned about a powerful God who can
manipulate nature at will and thus alter the consistency that makes science
possible. In this respect, they see a genuine conflict between God and
science. This conflict need not be that severe if, as was believed by the
pioneers of modern science, the principles of science were created by God,
and nature reflects that consistency. In their thinking, God is the author of
the principles and laws of science. God can bypass the laws he has
established, but only rarely does He do so. This permits science to work.
“Deus ex machina” is Latin for: “God from the machine.” The term
stems from the practice in Greek and Roman drama of having an actor
representing God coming out of the sky onto the stage to resolve major
difficulties. The effect was accomplished using a crane (the machine);
hence, the reference to “God from the machine” concept for resolving
scientific difficulties.
While criticism of the “deus ex machina” or “God of the gaps” concept
has some validity, to arbitrarily eliminate all of God’s activities in this
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way is oversimplistic. One needs to differentiate between the usual God of
the gaps and the “God of the necessary gaps.”1 For this latter case, God
seems essential. The synthesis of organic compounds mentioned above
would fit the “God of the gaps” concept, while the recent advances in
molecular biology that make the possibility of the spontaneous origin of
living things all the less plausible would support the concept of the God
of the necessary gaps. In this case, it appears that God is becoming more
essential as we discover more and more complex, programmed biochemical
systems such as the immune system or the correcting systems for DNA
replication.2 How could these complex processing systems originate by
themselves without intelligent design? The same can be said for the finetuning of the Universe that we are discovering which involves extremely
precise values for basic physical factors.3 The universe appears to be
balanced on the edge of a knife blade.
One should not use the fact that science has been able to duplicate
some phenomena attributable to God as an excuse to eliminate God
altogether, especially as we find nature to be more and more complicated
and exact. God seems more necessary now than every before.
Ariel A. Roth
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